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Fun Family Activities
Support Young Children’s Learning and
Development at Home
The Rhode Island Department of Education has developed a valuable resource for parents,
grandparents, foster parents, and other caregivers. It is a complete set of fun and easy
activities that help support the learning and development of children ages birth to five.
The Fun Family Activities are:
RI EARLY LEAR

ATICS
STASCINDENACERDSMATHEM
Fun Fa
mily A

Filling and Emptying

• FREE

Exploring Nature

•	Developed for families with children ages
birth through five
•	Based on the Rhode Island Early Learning
and Development Standards

Young children explore and begin
to understand measurement
ideas like heavy and light, empty
and full, more and less.
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example
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trees. To find other ways
like flowers and bugs.
at things that
of these cards.
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the Resources section
in the
the park, allow your
growing between cracks
are interesting, like weeds
butterflies
or
street,
the
across Preschoolers are interested
sidewalk, dogs walking
your child notices in comparing things that are
what
e
describ
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heavy or light, full or empty. Ask
floating by. Use words
your child to use sand or
ent.
water to try and fill several different
and share in the excitem
containers to the same
height. You can also ask your
child to count as you fill a
bucket together using a small
container or cup. How many
cups does it take to fillare
the
Make a list of some of the ways
bucket?
Count again as you
things
that
fact
the
you use
aware of
use
a large
containerintowhat
a favorite measurement throughout the
fill the same bucket and compare
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FREE Training on the Fun Family
Activities is Available!
Training on the Fun Family Activities Cards is
available throughout Rhode Island. The trainings
are a series of hands on workshops, offered by
an early childhood expert that provide a great
opportunity to meet and learn from other
parents, learn more about child development
as well as gather additional state resources.
The training is fun, interactive, and grounded
in play. Parents will leave having developed
a scrapbook as well as a full set of the
cards. For a schedule of offerings please
visit the website above.
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For more information
call (401) 270-0101.
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FREE Training on the
Fun Family Activities
is Available!
Training on the Fun Family Activities Cards is
available throughout Rhode Island. The trainings
are a series of hands on workshops, offered by
an early childhood expert that provide a great
opportunity to meet and learn from other
parents, learn more about child development
as well as gather additional state resources.
The training is fun, interactive, and grounded
in play. Parents will leave having developed a
scrapbook as well as a full set of the cards.
For a schedule of offerings please visit the
website above.
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For more information
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FREE Training on the Fun
Family Activities is Available!
Training on the Fun Family Activities Cards is
available throughout Rhode Island. The trainings
are a series of hands on workshops, offered by
an early childhood expert that provide a great
opportunity to meet and learn from other
parents, learn more about child development
as well as gather additional state resources.
The training is fun, interactive, and grounded
in play. Parents will leave having developed a
scrapbook as well as a full set of the cards.
For a schedule of offerings please visit
the website above.
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For more information
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FREE Training on the Fun
Family Activities is Available!
Training on the Fun Family Activities Cards is
available throughout Rhode Island. The trainings
are a series of hands on workshops, offered by
an early childhood expert that provide a great
opportunity to meet and learn from other
parents, learn more about child development
as well as gather additional state resources.
The training is fun, interactive, and grounded
in play. Parents will leave having developed a
scrapbook as well as a full set of the cards.
For a schedule of offerings please visit
the website above.

SCAN
For more information
call (401) 270-0101.
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www.exceed.ri.gov/families

VISIT

Fun Family Activities
Support Young Children’s Learning and
Development at Home
The Rhode Island Department of Education has developed a valuable resource for parents,
grandparents, foster parents, and other caregivers. It is a complete set of fun and easy
activities that help support the learning and development of children ages birth to five.
The Fun Family Activities are:
Filling and Emptying

• FREE

Exploring Nature

•	Developed for families with children ages
birth through five
•	Based on the Rhode Island Early Learning
and Development Standards
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•	Designed to help your child develop
knowledge and skills that are important for
school readiness

FREE Training on the
Fun Family Activities
is Available!
Training on the Fun Family Activities Cards is
available throughout Rhode Island. The trainings
are a series of hands on workshops, offered by
an early childhood expert that provide a great
opportunity to meet and learn from other
parents, learn more about child development
as well as gather additional state resources.
The training is fun, interactive, and grounded
in play. Parents will leave having developed
a scrapbook as well as a full set of the
cards. For a schedule of offerings please
visit the website above.
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For more information
call (401) 270-0101.
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